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Structural relaxation by digital-correlation spectroscopy
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The utility of digital-correlation spectroscopy for investigating structural relaxation in
liquids on time scales from 1 p, sec to 1 sec is established. A digital correlator was used
to analyze the Rayleigh scattering of light from undercooled glycerol. The correlation
function obtained is related to the isothermal structural relaxation dynamics of the liquid.
The data were found to join smoothly with those obtained ultrasonically at higher tempera-
tures.

In the spectrum of light scattered by a visco-
elastic liquid, the shape and intensity of the polar-
ized Rayleigh line are governed by the combined
effect of thermal diffusion and longitudinal stress
relaxation on the fluctuations in density responsi-
ble for the scattering. " The important parame-
ters characterizing the line are the frequency shift
of the Brillouin lines re~, the stress relaxation time
T, and the thermal diffusion rate Xrc'/pC~. (Here
X is the thermal conductivity, p is the density, and

C~ is the specific heat at constant pressure of the
liquid; z is the magnitude of the wave vector of the
density fluctuation under examination. ) In terms
of these we distinguish three limiting cases:

Case I: 1/~»&us»Xx'/pC~. Here the Rayleigh
line arises entirely from the isobaric portion of
the density fluctuations associated with energy
transport via thermal diffusion. The line is a
Lorentzian of half-width Ax'/pC~ reflecting a corre-
lation function for these fluctuations of the form

4(t)=(const. ) exp( Xt&'t/pC-~)

Because the relaxation time T is short compared
with 1/&us, the adiabatic portion of the density fluc-
tuations associated with "internal" or structural
relaxation processes remains in equilibrium with
the phonon modes and thus contributes only to the
Brillouin lines in the spectrum.

Case II: &us»1/~»X~'/pC~. Because of the slow
rate of thermal diffusion the adiabatic and isobaric
fluctuations may be uncoupled (as in Case 1.) Con-
sequently the Rayleigh line contains the Lorentzian
contribution noted above. However, in this case
the relaxational part of the adiabatic density fluc-
tuations equilibrate slowly and thus cannot contrib-
ute to the phonon modes. Rather they constitute
the so-called Mountain component of the Rayleigh
line. If, for example, the relaxation process is
described by a correlation function $(t)—normal-
ized such that $(0)= 1—then the Mountain compo-
nent consists of a line centered at the incident-light

frequency of a halfwidth given approximately by
1'=1/v~, =[f dig(t)] '. Since I'»XK'/pC~, the Ray-
leigh line consists of a rather broad Mountain com-
ponent on which is superimposed the narrower
"normal" component. The appropriate correlation
function is here of the form

c,(~)=A&(t)+ae-'" "'",
where 4 and B are constants.

Case III: v~»Xx'/pC~»1/ T The Rayleigh line
again consists of two components, but now it is the
Mountain component that forms the narrow line,
while the normal Lorentzian component associated
with heat transport appears as a relatively broader
background. Moreover, because the viscoelastic
relaxation process occurs quite slowly compared
with the thermal diffusion rate, the relaxational
behavior responsible for the Mountain line shape
is isothermal rather than adiabatic. In addition,
the thermal diffusion must proceed without changes
in the liquid structure; consequently it must be
the "unrelaxed" values of such parameters as the
specific heat, C~, that govern the thermal diffu-
sion rate. We expect the correlation function to
be of the form

C,(I)=Ap(t)+Be ~" 'I' n .

The structural relaxation function P(t) character-
izes the isothermal viscoelastic relaxation at con-
stant stress; the average relaxation time is given
by T~= f„dt g(t).

The measurement of the scattered-light spec-
trum corresponding to the structural relaxation
term is, in this case, very difficult by ordinary
spectroscopic (or ultrasonic techniques) since
the Mountain linewidth «10' sec '. We have used
a digital autocorrelator to measure the time-corre-
lation function of the scattered-light intensity„and
from this obtained the correlation function P(t)
Our principal interest in this work is to establish
the utility of digital-correlation spectroscopy in
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studying structural relaxation in viscous liquids
on a time scale of approximately 10 ' to 1 sec.

In this paper we report measurements in liquid
glycerol, corresponding to the conditions appro-
priate to Case III above. Since measurements
were made only for times such that Xa't/pC, »1,
the correlation function (2) can be simplified to

43(t )=A (j)(t ) .

The correlator was operated in the "single-
clipped" mode so that the measured correlation
function G(t) is given by'

G(t)= (n, (0)n(t)) ,

(4)

(5)

where n(t) is the number of photopulses during the
time interval t to t+8, where 0 is the bin size;
s~(0)=0 if s(0)&k, and n~(0)=1 if s(0)&k, where k

is the clipping level. This is related to P(t)
through"

G(t)= a+ by(t)',

where a and b are constants determined by the ex-
perimental conditions.

Approximately 800 mW of optical power from a
Coherent Radiation Laboratories Ar' laser (488.0
nm) was focused into a high-purity water-free
sample of liquid glycerol from which dust particles
had been removed by filtration. The glycerol sam-
ples used for the runs were specified to contain
less than 0.02% water by weight. The vessel con-
taining the sample was built in the form of an op-
tical cross fused into a De~ar and has been de-
scribed by Pinnow et al. ' The temperature was
stable to within + 0.1 C. The light scattered
through 90'was spatially filtered, focused on a
300-p.m-diam pinhole and then detected by a photo-
multiplier tube. The photopulses output by the
phototube are amplified, discriminated, and then
fed to the 100-channel digital correlator. '

The isothermal structural relaxation function

was obtained at 11 temperatures in the range -80
to -48'C, over which range the average relaxation
time ~» was found to vary by a factor of nearly
10'. The experimental data for a given tempera-
ture consist of a set of between 10 and 15 measure-
ments of G(t) taken for different values of the
sampling time 8 ranging from 8-w~r/5000 to 8
-~»/5. By fitting together these curves, the cor-
relation function G(t) was obtained over a large
time domain. It was clear that P(t) could not be
described by a simple exponential decay, and in
view of previous work on structural relaxation'
it was decided to analyze the data by assuming

P(f)= kg(~)e ' ',
kp

where g(v) is the Cole-Davidson distribution&

g(~)=
s inPw 7'/T

(0~~/q. ,& 1)
1TT I T7'o-

and vanishes for v/vo&1. In this', o represents a
cutoff for the distribution, and p is a parameter
in the range 0&P~1, which measures the width of
the distribution, the case P=1 corresponding to a
single relaxation time. In terms of these two pa-
rameters, it is easy to show that v» is given by

1 Dr T dT Tg(T)=P7'o .
0

A typical set of experimental data is presented
in Fig. 1. At all temperatures measured, best
fits were found for P=0.40~0.05; using Eq. (9) the
values of 7» were deduced. These are presented
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FIG. 1. Measured correlation function G (t) at —73.1
'C. The best fits to the data have been computed as-
suming that Q(t) is given by Eqs. (7) and (8) for p=0.4
(~o=435 msec); p=0.5 (7'0=590 msec); and p=1 (&()=76
msec).

FIG. 2. Average relaxation times ~&z plotted vs re-
ciprocal temperature. The data measured here are in-
dicated by 0; those calculated from ultrasonic results
are indicated by h.
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in Fig. 2. In passing we note that these data obey
an Arrhenius law of the form T»(x:e~~ with an
activation energy E'= 32.4 kcal/mole.

A brief comparison of these results with earlier
ultrasonic structural relaxation studiese in glyc-
erol is appropriate. From these data we can ob-
tain the complex, frequency-dependent, adiabatic,
longitudinal compliance, which is related to the
relaxation function P(f) through a Fourier trans-
form. These data can be described by a Cole-
Davidson distribution of width parameter 0.44 ~

~0.03 independent of temperature over the range
-40 to O'C. The values of z~, obtained by fitting
the ultrasonic results were used to compute values
for 7» by the relation v~r=w~, (C~/C~ ).' From the
measurements of specific heat for glycerol above
and below the glass transformation temperature, "
we estimate that C~/C~ =1.6. The computed values
of w» are shown in Fig. 2. As is apparent, the
agreement with the results obtained here is quite

good.
We have shown that the use of digital-correlation

spectroscopy in measuring the Mountain compo-
nent of light scattered by a liquid is a viable tool
for investigating structural relaxation phenomena
on a time scale of 10 ' to 1 sec. , a range inacces-
sible to other more conventional experimental tech-
niques. For the specific system —glycero]. —stud-
ied here, the measurements indicate that there is
little difference in the form of the isothermal and
adiabatic structural relaxation functions. The
measured relaxation times join smoothly with

those measured at higher temperatures using ultra-
sonic techniques.
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